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Abstract We propose a method for video sequence boundary labeling
which maintains the temporal coherence. The method is based on two
ideas. We limit the movement of the label boxes only to the horizontal
direction, and reserve free space for the movement of the label boxes in
the label layout. The proposed method is able to position label boxes in
video sequence on a lower number of rows than existing methods, while at
the same time, it minimizes the movement of label boxes. We conducted
an extensive user experiment where the proposed method was ranked the
best for panorama video sequences labeling compared to three existing
methods.
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1 Introduction

Labels and short textual annotations, are used to communicate the position of
objects together with additional information about them (e.g., names of the
objects) in a single image. The position of the labels in relation to the labeled
objects (i.e., the label layout) is crucial for functional labeling. In this work, we
focus on boundary labeling, where the labeled objects are approximated with
points denoted as anchors. The labels are enclosed in label boxes positioned on
the top side of the scene so that no pair of label boxes overlaps. The labels are
associated with the labeled objects by vertical leader lines that interconnect the
label boxes with the anchors.

We specifically focus on boundary labeling of panorama video sequences.
Imagine a footage from a drone flying through the mountain terrain (or a city
full of skyscrapers). The labels and corresponding positions of mountain summits
can be obtained from geo-referred terrain models using camera pose estimation
techniques [2]. For various panorama boundary labeling examples see Fig. 2.
Creating label layouts for such video sequences introduce the problem of temporal
coherence of the resulting label layouts. In other words, the labels should not
jump abruptly from one position to another, but should keep their positions or
move in a predictable manner.
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In this work, we present three main contributions: (1) A novel algorithm
designed both for video sequences and images. The algorithm is capable of pos-
itioning the labels on a lower number of rows than existing algorithms, making
the label layout more compact in vertical direction. (2) For video sequences the
algorithm minimizes movement of the labels during playback of the sequences.
If the labels move during the playback, they move in a predictable manner. (3)
We present the results of a user study designed to evaluate label layouts of pan-
orama video sequences. In the study we have evaluated our algorithm against
three existing boundary labeling methods. The results of the study show that
the proposed method is preferred over the other three methods with statistical
significance.

2 Related work

In this section, we divide the boundary labeling methods into two groups based
on the flexibility of the label boxes. Finally, we discuss methods that provide
temporally coherent movement of the label boxes.

The methods working with fixed labels take as the input a set of anchors
and a set of label boxes positioned on top of the scene. The task is to assign one
label box to each label and connect each label box with the corresponding anchor
with a leader line. Bekos et al. [3] introduced a method for boundary labeling
where a set of anchor points is connected with a set of predefined label boxes
positioned in one or up to three rows with rectilinear leader lines. The method
finds the leader lines whose combined length is minimal. Benkert et al. [5] later
showed that better label layouts can be produced if we consider criteria such as
the number of bends of the leader lines and distance between the leader lines, in
addition to the length of the leader lines criterion.

The methods that work with flexible labels take as the input a set of anchor
points only. The task is to determine positions of the label boxes and connect
each label box with the corresponding anchor with a leader line. Maass and
Döllner [15] presented two methods that produce panorama label layouts. In
both methods the labels are processed according to the distance of the labeled
objects from the camera and the label box is centered with respect to the vertical
leader line. Gemsa et al. [10] presented an optimization method that for a set of
anchor points positions the label boxes on the lowest possible number of rows
using dynamic programming. Each label box is connected with a corresponding
anchor point with vertical leader line and no leader line intersects any label box.

The methods that are addressing the temporally coherent movement of label
boxes strive to determine such label boxes that do not change their positions
abruptly and move in a predictable manner. Götzelmann et al. [11] focus on the
labeling of animated 3D objects such as engines with moving pistons. Čmoĺık and
Bittner [7] proposed real-time external labeling technique for 3D objects where
the label boxes are moving coherently during slow interaction (e.g., rotation)
with the scene. Vaaraniemi et al. [22] first determine positions of label boxes in
a 3D space and during interaction with the scene use a force based approach to
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resolve overlaps of the labels. Maass and Döllner [15] and Tanzgern et al. [20]
proposed similar hysteresis approaches to make the movement of label boxes
temporally coherent. Kouřil et al. [13] proposed another hysteresis approach
adapted for internal label boxes.

Unfortunately, none of the approaches is applicable to the panorama video
sequence labeling problem, where a small movement of one label box can decrease
the free space available for another label box which in turn can lead to an abrupt
change in the position of the label box. Consequently, the change in position can
again limit free space available for another label box.

3 Problem definition

In this section we define the video sequence boundary labeling problem. The
input is a video sequence S with |S| frames and a set of label boxes L. Each
frame fi, i ∈ 1 . . . |S| has the same width wS and height hS . Each label box
lk ∈ L is visible at least in one frame in the video sequence and has defined
width wlk , height hlk , and text tlk . The height hlk is constant for all label boxes
in L.

Each frame fi has a set of anchors A where each anchor aj has its position
(xaj , yaj ), j ∈ 1 . . . |A| and a set of label boxes L ⊆ L where each label box lj is
associated with the anchor aj . The task is to find a position of each label box
l ∈ L associated with each anchor a ∈ A of each frame f ∈ S so that the label
boxes fulfill the following requirements for the video sequence boundary labeling
problem:

1. The label boxes are aligned to rows
starting from the defined line hlS ,
e.g., the horizon.

2. The label boxes do not overlap with
each other.

3. [Optional] The positions of label
boxes should correspond to dis-
tances of the labeled objects from
the camera. The closest label boxes
should be in the lowest row.

4. The label boxes should be posi-
tioned on the lowest number of
rows possible.

5. The label boxes are connected with
the corresponding anchors with
vertical leader lines.

6. The leader line is connected to the
label box as close to the center of
the label box as possible.

7. The movement of the label boxes
through the video sequence is tem-
porally coherent. In other words,
vertical and horizontal movement
of the label boxes is minimized
across all the frames in the se-
quence S.

4 Temporally coherent labeling method

Our approach is based on two fundamental ideas: (1) we restrict the movement
of the label boxes only in a horizontal direction and (2) we reserve space for
the horizontal movement of the label boxes in the label layout. This way the
movement of one label box cannot influence the movement of any other label
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box, thus requirement 7 is fulfilled. To reserve the space for movement of the
label boxes in the label layout, we propose to:

– Create an anchor interval αi = [minαi ,maxαi ] and calculate an average
camera-to-anchor distance dαi

for each label box li ∈ L where minαi
and

maxαi
are the minimal and maximal x-coordinates of anchors that are as-

sociated with the label box li through all the frames of the sequence S (see
Fig. 1(a)). Similarly, the distance dαi

is the average distance of the anchors
that are associated with the label box li through all the frames of sequence
S.

– Create a label box interval λi = [minλi
,maxλi

] for each label box li ∈ L
where the width of the label box interval wλi

= max(maxαi
−minαi

, wli).
The label box interval λi is associated with the anchor interval αi, thus
dλi = dαi(see Fig. 1(a)).

In order to determine a temporally coherent labeling of the given sequence S,
we need to solve the following two subproblems.

1. Label box interval to row assignment: Determine the row r and left bound
minλi

of the label box interval λi (then maxλi
= minλi

+wλi
) for each label

box li ∈ L so that the label box intervals fulfill the requirements 1-5 from
Sec. 3. Please note that this subproblem is solved only once for the given
sequence S. See Fig. 1(a) for an example of a label box to row assignment.

2. Within row label box placement: Determine the offset oi between the x-
coordinate of anchor xai and the x-origin minli of the label box li (origin
refers to lower left corner) for any given frame f ∈ S. This reflects the re-
quirements 2 and 5-6 from Sec. 3. Please note that this subproblem is solved
for each frame of the given sequence S. See Fig. 1(a) for an example of label
box placement in each row.

4.1 Label box interval to row assignment

We formulate the problem as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP),
which combines combinatorial optimization over binary variables with nonlinear
optimization over continuous variables [4].

The instance of MINLP is formulated as the minimization of the object-
ive function F1 with respect to decision variables Irλi

and minλi (the latter is
considered in constraints). The objective function is defined as

F1 =

|L|∑
i=1

R∑
r=1

Irλi
r̂ + Irλi

δ(d̂λi
, r̂), (1)

where Irλi
∈ {0, 1} is a binary variable that indicates if the label box interval

λi is placed in row r and enforces the requirement 1. We consider at the most
R = |L| rows. The hat modifier in the above given variable (e.g., d̂λi) denotes
the unity-based normalized value of that variable. The product in the first term
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Graphical visualization of the label box intervals λi (boxes) in an example
of video sequence. The red solid line inside the box shows the corresponding anchors
interval αi, the blue solid line represents the label width wli . (b) Function δ with
c1 = 0.1, c2 = 0.8 and c3 = 0.5.

of F1 supports the requirement 4. The function δ(d̂λi r̂) in the second term of F1

is defined as

δ
(
d̂λi

, r̂
)

=
|r̂ − c1d̂λi |+ |c2r̂ − d̂λi |+ c3|r̂ − d̂λi |

(d̂λi
+ c2)2

(2)

and supports the requirement 3. The purpose of the δ function is to a establish
relation between normalized distance d̂λi

and the row r where the label box
interval λi and the corresponding label box interval αi is placed.

The constants c1, c2 and c3 were selected experimentally with the requirement
3 in mind. We have achieved the best results with c1 = 0.1, c2 = 0.8 and c3 = 0.5,
see Fig. 1(b). Note that the function δ(d̂λi

, r̂) is the reason why F1 is a nonlinear
objective function. If the second term is omitted (requirement 3 is optional),
then the problem formulation is reduced to MILP.

In order to fulfill the requirement 2, we define the following four objective
constraints. First, we define the constraint for an overlap restriction as

minλi
+ wλi

≤ minλj
+M · (1− Irλi

) +M · (1− Irλj
), (3)

where we define the order so that minαi
≤ minαj

∧ li 6= lj and li, lj ∈ L. This
constraint only needs to be applied in the case that both label box intervals are
in the same row r which is indicated by the binary decision variables Irλi

and
Irλj

. The use of a binary variable to activate and deactivate the constraint is a

well-known trick in MILP [6, 10]. The constant M needs to be sufficiently large
in order to deactivate the constraint (i.e., the constraint is always true for any
combination of λi and λj that are not in the same row). We set M equal to the
frame width wS , which works well in our experiments.

From the definition of the label box interval λi and from the requirement 5 it
follows that the interval must completely overlap its associated anchor interval
αi. Therefore, we introduce constraints to enforce that αi is the sub-interval of
λi as minλi

≤ minαi
and minλi

+ wλi
≥ maxαi

.
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(a) Our temporal method (b) Interval slots

(c) Growing border (d) Gemsa layout

Figure 2. Four different panorama label layouts calculated for the mountain tops.

Finally, only one variable Irλi
for the label box interval λi is allowed to be 1.

This reflects that λi is allowed to occupy only one row. We define this restriction
as
∑R
r=1 I

r
λi

= 1.

4.2 Within row label box placement

We formulate the subproblem as a convex quadratic programming (QP). When
each label box interval is assigned to a row and its left bound minλi is set, it
remains for us to determine the positions of each label box for a given frame f so
that the requirements 2 and 5-6 are fulfilled. The instance of QP is formulated as
the minimization of the objective function F2 with respect to the offset decision
variable oi. The objective function for the given frame f is defined as

F2 =
∑
ai∈A

(
oi −

wli
2

)2
. (4)

The function F2 enforces requirement 6 only. In order to enforce requirements 2
and 5, we need to define objective constraints.

To enforce requirement 2, we define a constraint for each pair of label boxes li
and lj associated with anchors ai and aj in the given frame f as xai −oi+wli ≤
xaj − oj , where we suppose an order so that xai < xaj ∧ li 6= lj . Furthermore,
in order to fulfill requirement 5 we define the constraints oi ≥ 0 and oi ≤ wli .
Finally, we want to restrict a label box overflow with vertical bounds defined
by width wS of the given frame. This is accomplished by a pair of constraints
xai − oi ≥ 0 and xai − oi + wli ≤ wS .

5 Results

We used GUROBI 8.0 with a MATLAB interface as optimization solver. The
running time needed to solve the subproblem 1 (label box interval to row assign-
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ment) is approximately 1.5s (for 40 labels), and the optimal solution for smaller
instances (20 labels and less) is found in less than 200ms. The measurement was
performed for one video sequence on IntelR© Core i5-3570 @ 3.40GHz with 24GB
RAM (for more details please see the supplementary material3). However, since
even the MILP is NP-hard, the computational time for MILP (and consequently
MINLP) can vary from sequence to sequence and can grow significantly an in-
creasing number of binary variables (i.e., with the number of labels) [4, 9]. The
solution is accepted as optimal when optimality gap (relative distance between
the best known solution and bound) is less than 0.01 %. The solver applies
several primal heuristics and a branch-and-cut algorithm with different types of
cutting planes (e.g., Gomory, MIR, StrongCG) to solve the MINLP problem [12].

The optimization in the subproblem 2 (within row label box placement) is
defined as convex QP, thus it can be solved in polynomial time [23]. Furthermore,
the label box placement can be solved independently for each row, hence the
optimization is prompt and highly parallelizable.

We have implemented three existing methods (gemsa [10], growing border [15],
and interval slots [15] methods) to compare them with the proposed method. The
label layouts produced with these methods are in Fig. 2(b)-2(d).

We have calculated the maximum number of rows in the layout for all im-
plemented methods for three video sequences with a minimum length of 100
frames. The results show that the temporal method achieves the best results (see
Fig. 3(a)). For the temporally coherent movement of the label boxes, it is cru-
cial that the label boxes do not jump abruptly. Therefore, we have calculated
the displacement metric for all implemented methods (see Fig. 3(b) and 3(c)).
We calculate the displacement as the difference in the position of the given la-
bel between two subsequent frames. We calculate the displacement in x and y
direction separately. The results suggest that labels in our proposed methods
are more temporally coherent than in the other reviewed methods. The greatest
discrepancy is visible for the y-displacement, where the labels placed using our
methods are fixed in a single row.

6 User experiments

We have conducted an evaluation with users to assess if our temporal method
(1) improves the ability of the user to follow the label boxes in time, (2) how it
influences the ability of the label layout to mediate the interconnection between
the labels and the labeled objects, and (3) if the users prefer such a label layout
to the other layouts.

For the evaluation, we have created a web application which the participants
accessed through a web browser. First, each participant was instructed about
the testing procedure; then, the participant provided their age and gender. The
evaluation was divided into two experiments.

3 Supplementary material: http://cphoto.fit.vutbr.cz/panorama-labeling/

http://cphoto.fit.vutbr.cz/panorama-labeling/
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Figure 3. The maximum number of rows per video sequence determines the vertical
compactness of the labeling (a). Total label displacement per video sequence in x-axis
(b) and y-axis (c). The y-displacement for the temporal method is zero.

6.1 Experiment 1 – Accuracy

In the first experiment, we assessed the impact of the label layout on the users ac-
curacy in the object-label and label-object assignment tasks. The experiment was
one factor with four levels. The independent variable was the labeling method.
In the evaluation, we used four methods to calculate the label layouts: gemsa,
growing border, interval slots, and our temporal methods. We calculated the label
layouts for three video sequences.

The experiment was designed as a between-subject. In other words, one par-
ticipant was tested with only one labeling method to eliminate the learning
effect and fatigue. For each participant, the order of video sequences was coun-
terbalanced with a 3x3 balanced Latin square [16, Section 5.11] to eliminate the
carry-over effect.

The first experiment consisted of a sequence of three tasks defined as follows.
Task 1: Find the label associated to a highlighted anchor. Task 2: Find the
anchor associated to a highlighted label. Task 3: Follow a certain moving label
for 2 seconds and then select the label. For a detailed description of the tasks,
please see the supplementary material of this paper.

Each participant repeated each task 10 times for each video sequence. We
measured the error rate (the number of wrongly selected labels/anchors relative
to all selected labels/anchors). After each video sequence we have conducted a
subjective evaluation of the easiness of the visual search (task 1-3), the confid-
ence (task 1-2) and the need to focus (task 3).The participants provided their
subjective evaluation on Likert scales from 1 to 5.

Task 1 and its subjective evaluation was completed by 60 participants (12
females) with the age ranging from 19 to 54 years (x̄ = 25.31; σ = 6.49). Task
2 and its subjective evaluation was completed by 49 participants (11 females)
with the age ranging from 19 to 54 years (x̄ = 25.86; σ = 7.04). Finally, task
3 and its subjective evaluation was completed by 44 participants (10 females)
with the age ranging from 19 to 54 years (x̄ = 26.32; σ = 7.29).

We evaluated the collected data for all video sequences together. We per-
formed a statistical evaluation of the measured data using confidence intervals.
We transformed the measured number of errors onto error rates with the LaPlace
method [14] and calculated the confidence intervals of the error rates as adjusted
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Figure 4. Results of the Experiment 1 – Accuracy: Error rate and subjective evaluation
for the task 1 (a), task 2 (b), and task 3 (c).

Wald intervals, a method recommended for completion rates [1, 18]. We calcu-
lated the confidence intervals for Likert scales as confidence intervals for rating
scales [19, Chapter 3]. We use 95% confidence intervals for error rates, comple-
tion times and Likert scales. When the confidence intervals are disjointed, we
can report that the means of the measured data are significantly different.

For tasks 1 and 2, the average error rates and average score from subjective
evaluation together with their 95% confidence intervals are shown in Fig. 4(a)
and 4(b). For task 3, the average error rates, and average scores from the sub-
jective evaluation, together with their 95% confidence intervals, are shown in
Fig. 4(c).

For task 1, the results show that the temporal and interval slots methods
achieve a significantly lower error rate than the growing border and gemsa meth-
ods. For task 2, the results show that the temporal and interval slots methods
achieve a significantly lower error than the gemsa method. Furthermore, the
interval slots method achieves a significantly lower error than the growing bor-
der method. The participant stated that the task 2 was significantly easier with
the interval slots method than with the gemsa method. For task 3, the results
show that the temporal method achieved significantly lower error rate than the
other methods. In the subjective evaluation, the participants reported that the
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Figure 5. (a) Overall quality scores. (b) Statistical significance and quality scores.

task 3 was significantly easier to complete with the temporal method than with
the other methods. Furthermore, the participants reported that they had to fo-
cus significantly less with the temporal method than with the interval slot and
gemsa methods. We have not detected any other significant differences between
the methods.

In general, the results show that due to temporally coherent movement of the
label boxes, our temporal method allows us to follow label boxes moving in time
significantly accurately than the other methods. At the same time, our temporal
method mediates the interconnection between the labels and the labeled objects,
the same as or better than the other methods.

6.2 Experiment 2 – Preference

To assess the users preferences among different label layouts, we have conducted
the subjective experiment using a psychophysical technique of paired compar-
isons [8, 21]. We have used specifically the two-interval forced choice (2IFC)
experiment paradigm to verify the overall quality of labeling methods (gemsa,
growing border, interval slot, temporal) where the number of methods is denoted
as m = 4. We chose set of s = 3 video sequences. For single given video sequence
each participant had to compare

(
m
2

)
= 6 pairs – all possible combinations of m

methods. A total of 40 participants (10 females) with the age ranging from 19 to
54 years (x̄ = 26.61; σ = 7.46) completed in total 240 parwise-comparisons. For
each participant, the order of the pairs of methods to compare was counterbal-
anced with a 6x6 balanced Latin square [16, Section 5.11] to eliminate learning
and carry-over effects.

The data were stored in count matrix C with a m ×m shape for each par-
ticipant. The element cij represents the number of times that method i was
selected better than method j. We converted the participant matrices C into in-
terval quality score (z-score) scale and computed a statistical significance using
customized MATLAB framework [17].

In order to convert the count matrix C to the interval quality score scale
the Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgment model is used with respect to
Case V [17,21]. In order to reject the null hypothesis H0, where the difference in
perceived quality scores is zero, we applied the Two-tailed test at a significance
level α = 0.05.
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The overall quality score is depicted in Fig. 5(a). The results for panorama
video sequence labeling, using our proposed temporal method, exhibit the best
quality score, followed by interval slot and growing border. The worst perceived
method is considered the gemsa method.

The statistical significance for surveyed methods is presented in Fig. 5(b).
The results show that difference between our temporal method and the rest of
the surveyed methods is statistically significant. Thus, we can reject the null
hypothesis H0 in the temporal -other pairs. However, H0 can not be rejected for
the other-other pairs. This means that we have not detected significant difference
in perceived quality among the interval slot, growing border and gemsa methods.

7 Conclusions

We proposed a novel method for video sequence boundary labeling using optim-
ization. We compared the method with three other methods in an extensive user
study. The results of the study show that with our method, the users are able to
follow moving label boxes significantly more accurately than with the concurrent
methods. At the same time, our method mediates the interconnection between
the labels and the labeled objects the same as or better than the other methods.
The proposed method was ranked the best for the boundary labeling of panor-
ama video sequences by participants of the study. In other words, the proposed
method should be preferred for the labeling of the panorama video sequences to
the other methods.
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